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Opinions on the activities from the students which participated on the project
 Ursea Melisa , class XI B: “From my point of view, this project is the best way to learn new
things, to discover new information, that will help us in the future. All the teachers are getting
involved for helping us to develop our knowledge.”
 Catalin Stoica, class XII G: “This project seems to me interesting enough, because it gives us the
possibility to learn new things and to meet new people.”
 Braitarus Maria, class XII E: “This project it's very good and useful for us, young students. My
favorite activities are the ones that are held by our teachers. The best part of this project and also
what I like about this project is the fact that the activities make us work as a team and get us all
involved.”
 Stan Adrian, class XII G: “In my opinion, this project is well designed to make us learn new
things, not just about school, but also about our social life and it prepares us for many unpleasant
situation that we might have throughout our life. All of the teachers that are involved in this
project really do make an excellent job. I can't choose a particular activity that I liked the most,
every single one of them were quite fun to participate at and every activity had it's own
educational purpose which, I can say that it has been reached.”
 Ilie Cornelia, class XII H: I love this project because it gives us the possibility to learn new things.
My favorite thing about this project was the camp and I also liked “Social Skills” and “School
Counseling and Orientation” Activities, where we made some psychological tests and I had a lot
of fun doing them. This project gave me the opportunity to discover how my teachers were outside
the classroom and I also discovered two special teachers Ivașcu Natalia and Nicolae Ana-Maria.
 Panait Giuliano, class XI I: “The project is very beautiful, from each teacher I learn something.
My favorite activities from this project were the ones from the camp and the mentoring activities
made with mentor from the Apollo center”.

